Controlled Vocabularies Subcommittee: Friday, 10 July 2009, 1:30-5:30pm
Palmer House Hotel (Kimball Room)

Editorial Team I (Manuscripts): Friday, 10 July 2009, 1:30-5:30pm
Palmer House Hotel (Logan Room)

Bibliographic Standards: Saturday, 11 July 2009, 8:00am-12:00pm
Palmer House Hotel (Madison Room)

Editorial Team II (Graphics): Monday, 13 July 2009, 1:30-5:30pm
Palmer House Hotel (Indiana Room)

Editorial Team III (Manuscripts): Monday, 13 July 2009, 1:30-5:30pm
Palmer House Hotel (Kimball Room)

Editorial Team IV (Cartographic): Tuesday, 14 July 2009, 8:00am-6:00pm
Palmer House Hotel (Kimball Room)

Editorial Team V (Manuscripts): Tuesday, 14 July 2009, 8:00am-12:00pm
Palmer House Hotel (Logan Room)

Please note that participation in Editorial Team meetings is reserved for DCRM editors only. Visitors may only observe the proceedings. Public discussion of DCRM issues is conducted at the Bibliographic Standards Committee meeting and online via DCRM-L.

Saturday meeting agenda

1. Introduction of members and visitors

2. Settlement of the agenda:
   http://www.rbms.info/committees/bibliographic_standards/conference-docs/bsc-200907-agenda.pdf (bring to meeting)

3. Approval of Midwinter 2009 minutes:
   http://www.rbms.info/committees/bibliographic_standards/conference-docs/bsc-200901-minutes-draft.pdf (bring to meeting)
4. Consent agenda
   a. Controlled Vocabularies moratorium:  
      http://rbmsthesauri.pbworks.com/Moratorium
   b. BSC comments on PCC BIBCO Standard Record requirements:  
      http://www.rbms.info/committees/bibliographic_standards/committee-
      docs/BSCcommentsBIBCOSR20090424.pdf (bring to meeting)
5. Controlled Vocabularies Subcommittee (Schneider)  
   http://rbmsthesauri.pbworks.com/Agenda-for-Annual-2009
6. Examples to accompany DCRM(B) and DCRM(S) (Tenenbaum; Schneider)
7. MARBI
   a. Proposal no. 2009-06/1:  
   b. Proposal no. 2009-07:  
   c. Discussion paper no. 2009-DP06/3:  
8. Reports (to be submitted in writing and appended to the minutes)
   a. Web resources for the rare materials cataloger (Creider)  
      See Appendix A
   b. CC:DA (Théroux)  
      Preliminary report:  
      http://mason.gmu.edu/~ltheroux/CCDA/CCDAprelimreport2009.2.doc
9. Revision of *Standard Citation Forms for Rare Book Cataloging* (Robinson)
10. Preconference seminars
    a. Charlottesville 2009 (ALA in Chicago) (Brandt; Leslie)
    b. Philadelphia 2010 (ALA in Washington, DC) (Brandt)
11. Preconference workshops
    a. Charlottesville 2009 (ALA in Chicago) (Gillis; Copeland; Skuce)
    b. Philadelphia 2010 (ALA in Washington, DC) (Moriarty; Nelson)
12. DCRM(C): *Descriptive Cataloging of Rare Materials (Cartographic)* (Tsung)  
    http://www.rbms.info/committees/bibliographic_standards/dcrm/dcrmc/dcrmc.html
13. DCRM(G): *Descriptive Cataloging of Rare Materials (Graphics)* (Blake)  
    http://www.rbms.info/committees/bibliographic_standards/dcrm/dcrmg/dcrmg.html
14. DCRM(MSS): *Descriptive Cataloging of Rare Materials (Manuscripts)* (Nichols)  

15. DCRM(M): *Descriptive Cataloging of Rare Materials (Music)* (Fletcher)  

16. BSC website (Brandt)

17. Assignments

18. Announcements from the floor

19. Acknowledgments

20. Adjournment
Appendix A
BSC Directory of Internet Resources for the Rare Materials Cataloger
Updated June, 2009
By Laurence S. Creider

New Links

Regions and Countries Table
http://staff.library.mun.ca/staff/toolbox/tables/regnoun.htm

Canadian Provinces and US States Table
http://staff.library.mun.ca/staff/toolbox/tables/provstat.htm

Topographical Dictionaries of England, Scotland, and Wales
http://www.british-history.ac.uk/subject.aspx?subject=5&gid=76

Incunabula—General Links—From the Andy Holt Virtual Library by Bob Peckham
http://www.utm.edu/vlibrary/incunabula.shtml

Read Suetterlin/Read Blackletter
http://www.suetterlinschrift.de/Englisch/Titel.htm--German cursive alphabets and lessons
on reading them

Consulation of Incunabula Online—From the Andy Holt Virtual Library by Bob Peckham
http://www.utm.edu/vlibrary/read15er.shtml

Bible—Includes facsimiles of mss., various translations, concordances, etc.

Early modern newsheets at the Biblioteca Universitaria de Sevilla—Facsimiles and catalog
http://bib.us.es/relacionesdesucesos/index.html

Some Interesting Bindings—A Bookseller’s catalog with some excellent illustrations
http://www.rulon.com/Catpages/internetcat/bindings/bindings.html

The Super-Enlightenment—Texts
http://collections.stanford.edu/supere/page_action;jsessionid=F4EA3D5D194D0744D6188C7C46D31269?forward=texts--from Stanford University

Delicious Recent Manuscripts Tag
http://delicious.com/tag/manuscripts--List of sites others have found useful

Irish Scripts on Screen
http://www.isos.dias.ie/--Facsimiles of mss in many places

Medieval Manuscripts in Dutch Collections
http://www.mmdc.nl/static/site/

Incunabula Catalogs—From the Andy Holt Virtual Library by Bob Peckham
http://www.utm.edu/vlibrary/15ercatalogs.shtml
UCLA Catalogue of Digitized Medieval Manuscripts
http://manuscripts.cmrs.ucla.edu/

Updated Links

ISBD(A)

Guidelines for using older antiquarian material with UNIMARC

OLAC’s Authority Tools for Audiovisual and Music Catalogers
http://www.olacinc.org/drupal/?q=node/13

Concise Formats for ... Now MARC 21 Format for

Liddell-Scott-Jones Greek dictionaries also see
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/search?doc=Perseus%3atext%3a1999.04.0057

Michaud’s Biographie Universelle--Click on Decouverte, then Dictionnaires, then
Dictionnaires biographiques, then Biographie universelle ancienne et modern. Change to
Click on Advanced Search, the author Michaud, title Biographie Universelle. Each volume
has a separate record and access.

Search form for over 350,000 artists, dealers, etc. for
href="http://english.rkd.nl/Databases/RKDartists">RKDartists& Netherlands Institute for
Art History. Fix coding.


USGS Geographic Names Information System Query form

Graesse’s Orbis Latinus (1909 ed.) or this site. Remove alternative site, no longer available

Calendoscope-Repertory of Medieval (and early modern) Liturgical Calendars to localize and
date materials. Added—May not work on browsers other than Internet Explorer

The incunable title page by Ursula Rautenberg--Follow the links to the project publications.
Fixed coding so links work

Exeter Working Papers in British Book Trade History--Digitized list of book trade personnel
1775-1800 and other documents

Fleuron-Contains digitized version of many ornaments used by 18th century Swiss printers,
arranged by size

The printer/publisher database at the Herzog August Bibliothek problem loading, try again
Zentrales Verzeichnis Digitalisierter Drucke--Add sponsored by Hochschulbibliothekszentrum des Landes Nordrhein-Westfalen and others. the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft

Digitalisierung und Digitalisierte Bestände - Miscellanea und Register--Add: DigiMisc, List of sites.

List of pre-1800 books digitized by German Libraries and Institutions--ADD AlteDruckeDigital

University of Bielefeld Library's Digital reproductions of early and rare books http://www.ub.uni-bielefeld.de/diglib/rara.htm--change to: http://www.ub.uni-bielefeld.de/diglib/

Fondo Digitales of the University of Seville's Digitized Collections http://fondosdigitales.us.es/fondos/

Botanicus: Digitization of early botanical book--Deleted Go to “Early Books”

Dime Novels--Mostly covers; should be “Dime Novels and Penny Dreadfuls—From Stanford, mostly covers”

LIBDEX list of Libraries and Web catalogs by State http://www.libdex.com/country/usa/

Corsair, the Online Catalog of the Pierpont Morgan Library--Includes descriptions and images of medieval and renaissance mss

Inkunabelkatalog der UB Graz / Hans Zotter http://www-classic.uni-graz.at/ubwww/sosa/inku/inku-frame.html

Gesamtkatalog der Wiegendrucke--Add you need to download a client from the site


Catalog del fons antic of the University of Barcelona Library--Also search screens in English and Spanish. Change wording to Go to cerca anvancada and select Fons antic in dropdown menu for Subcatelegs. http://ub.cbuc.cat/search*cat/X


Encoded Archival Description Home Page--At the Library of Congress http://www.loc.gov/ead/index.html


Danish Royal Library catalogs and databases of manuscripts

Reworded bottom paragraph, reflecting changes in my position.

**Deleted**

University of Virginia Cataloging Dept.—link no longer leads to anything useful
Draft version of Descriptive Cataloging of Rare Serials (RBMS BSC)—no longer available for free

**Arizona State University Library's Place Name Servers**—Place name sites for many countries. Deleted as no longer accessible; base url changed and this site was absorbed into a libguide that does not provide the information

**Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana, Venice**—Choose the Libro antico option
http://marciana.venezia.sbn.it/catalogazione.php?sottocat=15—can no longer limit to older books

**Inkunabeln der Universitaetsbibliothek Innsbruck**—no longer listed

**Mittelalterliche Geschichte—Handschriften by Stuart Jenks**—annotated list of links; 404, not traceable

**List of shelfmarks of newly acquired manuscripts**—With French and English interface loading problem or url changed?

**Descriptions of Medieval and Renaissance Manuscripts in the Pierpont Morgan Library**—not directly searchable

**Index to the Austrian National Library Cod. 1-15.500**—no longer available, no replacement